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a b s t r a c t

Secure Multi-party Computation (SMPC) is a family of protocols which allow some parties to compute
a function on their private inputs, obtaining the output at the end and nothing more. In this work,
we focus on a particular SMPC problem named Private Set Intersection (PSI). The challenge in PSI is
how two or more parties can compute the intersection of their private input sets, while the elements
that are not in the intersection remain private. This problem has attracted the attention of many
researchers because of its wide variety of applications, contributing to the proliferation of many
different approaches. Despite that, current PSI protocols still require heavy cryptographic assumptions
that may be unrealistic in some scenarios. In this paper, we perform a Systematic Literature Review
of PSI solutions, with the objective of analyzing the main scenarios where PSI has been studied and
giving the reader a general taxonomy of the problem together with a general understanding of the
most common tools used to solve it. We also analyze the performance using different metrics, trying
to determine if PSI is mature enough to be used in realistic scenarios, identifying the pros and cons
of each protocol and the remaining open problems.
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1. Introduction

Secure Multiparty Computation (SMPC) is a broad area of
esearch in cryptography which has attracted the attention of
any researchers. From the very first protocols proposed 40 years
go, this field is now evolving into a more practical one, with
erformance rates closer to some realistic use cases and a better
cceptance from both the research and enterprise communities.
n general, SMPC is a family of protocols which allows a set
f distrustful parties P = {P1, P2, . . . , PN} to perform a joint
omputation on their private inputs. The main properties that a
MPC protocol has to ensure are the inputs privacy for the whole
omputation and the correctness of the protocol, i.e., a subset
f colluding parties cannot force the honest parties to output an
ncorrect result.

The first SMPC protocols [1,2] focused on computing functions
n a general manner, describing the functions as Boolean cir-
uits and performing cryptographic operations on those circuits.
owever, some specific problems in the area have presented
articular characteristics that have allowed researchers to solve
hem using different techniques. One of the main problems of this
ubset is Private Set Intersection (PSI). This protocol allows two or
ore parties to introduce their private sets as inputs and compute

he intersection, but nothing else out of it can be inferred. PSI
as attracted the attention of many researchers because of its
ide usability on interesting use cases, which belong to different
reas like medical analysis, anomaly detection, social networks,
tc. Because of the huge interest it generates, this paper revolves
round PSI, and tries to give a broad description, focusing on
ts practical characteristics. Like general SMPC, PSI has evolved
rom the first time it was introduced [3]. Performance has always
een a central focus point, because SMPC in general and PSI
n particular are known to be costly protocols. In spite of their
rrefutable progress in terms of performance, these protocols
re still heavy and have to be carefully instantiated, having in
ind platform specific characteristics, like computation limits,
2

bandwidth, or network delay. For that reason, this work tries to
perform an empirical analysis on PSI and discuss if this protocol
is ready from a practical point of view.

1.1. Contributions

We summarize in this section the main contributions of this
work. First of all, we perform an analysis on PSI using a method-
ology known as Systematic Literature Review, which offers some
sequenced guidelines that allow researchers to answer some
specific questions. Also, we contribute with a survey which is self-
explanatory, where the different building blocks used to achieve
PSI are described in detail. Finally, PSI is reviewed from a practical
point of view, analyzing specific costs and implications related to
applications, leading to some open challenges discussion.

1.2. Organization

We will now briefly describe the organization of the paper.
Section 2 introduces the methodology applied to perform the
review and explains how papers are classified and data are ex-
tracted. Then, Section 3 analyzes different scenarios where PSI is
applied and typical applications that are instantiated upon them,
identifying some limitations presented by the actual technology.
Section 4 introduces the basic technical concepts that are needed
to understand the different PSI approaches, including basic build-
ing blocks and performance-improving techniques. Section 5 dis-
cusses the different solutions proposed by the reference literature
to achieve different variants of PSI. Performance characteristics
are the main focus point, which leads to a discussion in Section 6,
where the predominant limitations are identified, together with
some proposed techniques to increase the performing levels. The
discussion is only made from the point of view of semi-honest
security, however, Section 7 adds some additional details on
malicious security. Finally, some conclusions and open challenges
are remarked in Section 8.
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. Systematic literature review methodology

The objective of a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) is to
nalyze a topic and try to answer research questions, through a
pecific methodology that makes the process valid, reliable, and
epeatable. There are different ways to develop reviews that de-
end on what the objective of the researchers is, e.g., a Systematic
iterature Mapping, whose purpose is to present a wide amount
f papers to get introduced to the research area. The SLR goes
urther, as it does not just give a list of interesting papers in the
tudied field but also analyzes them to answer specific questions.
In [4] the authors categorize the literature review approaches

nto 5 different categories: Describe, Test, Extend, Critique, and
ybrid Reviews. This work is settled between the two first, De-
cribe and Test, because it tries to give the reader a list with
ome of the best papers in the scoped area and also answer some
uestions based on the data extracted from these papers.
A SLR is composed of 3 main phases: (1) planning the review,

2) conducting the review, and (3) reporting the review. Phase 1 is
ery important, as it makes possible the desired properties of va-
idity, reliability, and repeatability. In this phase, the researchers
ormulate the problem and develop the sequences that they will
ollow to obtain the desired information. Phase 2 represents the
ider one, where all the planned phases are carried out. The
rocess of conducting the review is usually composed of several
terative phases where the reviewers drop papers from an initial
ist. The process starts just checking the title, then the abstract,
nd finally the whole body of the text. Each phase leaves the
esearcher with a smaller amount of papers until a final reference
ist is obtained, from where data will be extracted and analyzed.
inally, Phase 3 is the one where researchers summarize their
indings and explain them, together with their corresponding
nswers to the initial questions. The following subsections de-
cribe each phase as well as the instantiation of the specific
ethodology for this paper.

.1. Planning the review

To plan the review, the first point is to set the objective.
his paper provides an analysis of PSI from a practical point of
iew. The conclusions will aim at resolving which approaches are
ealistic to develop an implementation which fulfills conditions
n terms of efficiency, latency, time, memory occupancy, etc. In
ddition, an overview of typical applications and scenarios is
iven, which completes the analysis with the requirements for
he PSI protocols.

To achieve the objectives, some sub-phases are defined and
erformed in a sequential manner. First of all, four research ques-
ions are specified, which are partially related between them:

• (RQ1) What are the most typical building blocks used in PSI
protocols?
• (RQ2) What are the existing practical implementations of

PSI?
• (RQ3) What are the existing use cases for PSI?
• (RQ4) What are the major challenges to achieve efficient

practical implementations of PSI?

The main idea behind RQ1 is to identify the main building
locks that make it possible to achieve PSI protocols in a se-
ure manner. This aspect is key to accurate classification and
lso allows the identification of performance limitations, which
re usually highly dependent on the specific components used.
ith respect to RQ2, its main purpose is to gather the main
ractical implementations that exist on the PSI area. In general for
ryptography and specifically for SMPC protocols, the step from

theoretical design to a practical implementation can be large

3

Table 1
Search string.
((‘‘private’’ OR ‘‘secure’’) AND ‘‘set’’ AND
(‘‘intersection’’ OR ‘‘computation’’ OR ‘‘operation’’)) AND
(((‘‘protocol’’ OR ‘‘algorithm’’ OR ‘‘building block’’) AND
((‘‘implementation’’ OR ‘‘framework’’ OR ‘‘development’’) OR
(‘‘efficient’’ OR ‘‘performance’’)))
OR ‘‘use case’’ OR ‘‘practical’’)

Table 2
Exclusion criteria.
Full text not available
Not published in English
Not a conference/journal/book paper
Too generic
Not PSI-focused
Not a novel PSI protocol or PSI implementation
Duplicated papers

sometimes, so identifying realistic implementations can be useful
to target the most successful lines of research within PSI area. The
purpose of RQ3 is somehow close to the one for RQ2, but from
the use case point of view. At the end, the most widespread use
cases can establish specific design requirements that constraints
how PSI protocols are researched and implemented. Finally, RQ4
gathers the specific aspects covered in the previous research
questions and establishes the focus on the challenges that make
it difficult to achieve realistic and practical implementations of
PSI. We aim at identifying the key lines of research where more
effort has to be put in order to increase the widespread of PSI.

The research questions can be split into key terms, and using
synonyms a search string can be developed that will cover the
objectives and will be used as input on different digital libraries.
The final search string is presented in Table 1.

The next step is to define the sources where the search string
will be executed. The most relevant digital libraries in the area
have been included: ACM Digital Library, IEEE Digital Library,
ISI Web of Science, Science Direct, Scopus, and Springer Link.
Finally, some exclusion criteria must be defined to have rules
that allow selecting if a paper is suitable for this review or not
(Table 2). The exclusion criteria aims at disregarding papers that
do not contribute with novelty on the PSI area. Papers that do
not present the full text available or are not written in English
are directly excluded from the study. The same happens with
works not published in conferences, journals or books. In addi-
tion, papers that briefly mention PSI, but are too generic or not
focused on PSI are also excluded, because they do not contribute
to analyze this protocol in depth. Also, to be more precise, we
do not consider papers that do not offer a novel PSI protocol or a
novel implementation using a PSI protocol. Finally, after a suitable
list is accepted, duplicated papers are excluded.

There are two additional planning steps that will be explained
in Section 2.2 together with some findings: the design of a Quality
Assessment Checklist and a Data Extraction Form.

2.2. Conducting the review

The first step of this phase is to search the literature using the
search string presented in Section 2.1. This string may need to
be adapted to the different Digital Libraries formats, but the core
idea remains. Initially, a set of 610 papers is obtained from all
the sources together. This set is reviewed up to three times from
different points of view: the first time by title and keywords, the
second one assessing the abstract, and the third one including
Introduction and Conclusions. During the whole process, a snow-
balling method is carried out to add relevant papers that were not
included in the query search. This process is called a backward
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Fig. 1. First selection and accepted papers. The digital libraries are the following:
SL) Springer Link, (SC) Scopus, (SD) Science Direct, (WS) ISI Web of Science, (IE)
EEE Digital Library, (AC) ACM Digital Library, (SN) Snowballing.

earch and selects interesting papers that have been cited by the
eviewed articles.

At the end of this process, 215 papers are selected as poten-
ially useful papers for the review. Fig. 1 shows the number of
apers initially obtained and then accepted by each source.
The next step is to perform a Quality Assessment Checklist.

his step defines a list of features that a paper has to fulfill to
e finally included. Each feature of the list adds a point to the
core of the paper. Those that do not reach a minimum threshold
ill be excluded from the final reference list. In this work, we
ave defined a list with 5 features, where each of them can be
valuated with Yes (1.0), Partially (0.5), or No (0.0). The maximum
rade is 5 and the minimum required to be included in the final
ist is 2.5.

• Does the paper propose a new theoretical PSI protocol?
• Does the paper explain the building blocks used in the

proposed solution?
• Does the paper propose a PSI practical implementation?
• Does the paper mention some use cases for the PSI paradigm

or resolve one?
• Does the paper mention terms like efficiency, asymptotic

complexity, or related considerations?

The idea of this checklist is to reward both the theoretical
ovelty and practical characteristics of the papers. The results
btained are specified in Fig. 2. Significantly enough, most papers
btain a medium score. That is because they focus only on theo-
etical aspects or present only an implementation of one protocol,
ithout focusing on PSI aspects.
Finally, after performing the Quality Assessment Checklist,

e can analyze the number of papers obtained from each year
Fig. 3). The trend is clearly upwards, as shown by the regression
ine, emphasizing that PSI has been acquiring more relevance
hrough the years. Because the number of papers which have
assed the Quality Assessment Checklist is huge (177), we have
nly considered papers from 2017 to 2022 (113). The reasons
re: (1) to make the reference list easier to handle and (2) to
isregard older protocols, which usually perform slower than
ewer approaches. The final reference list of papers is shown in
able 3.
4

Fig. 2. Quality Assessment List results. The score ranges are: Low [0–2.5),
Medium [2.5–4), and High [4–5]. The papers scored as Low are not included
in the final list.

Fig. 3. Number of papers selected per year and regression line.

Table 3
Reference list of papers.
Year Papers

2017 [5–28]
2018 [29–48]
2019 [49–66]
2020 [67–85]
2021 [86–103]
2022 [104–119]

The last step of the second phase is to extract the relevant
data desired to perform the review. This step is the most time-
consuming and is performed iteratively. It is necessary to read
with detail each paper and fulfill a form with relevant data like
type of PSI, resource complexity, running times, etc.

2.3. Reporting the review

In this section, some statistics about findings discovered after
classifying the reference papers will be reported.

The first interesting thing to analyze is the type of each pa-
per, understanding type as the predominance of theoretical or
practical characteristics. By ‘‘theoretical’’ we mean papers which
focus on the PSI protocol itself, improving security or asymptotic
costs. On the other hand, ‘‘practical’’ are those which apply PSI
protocols on real scenarios, taking into account other aspects
related to implementation, scalability, or usability. Of all the 113
papers, only 17 can be classified as practical, while the remaining
96 are purely theoretical (with the exception of 9 of them that
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ention a use case where their proposed protocol may fit). These
indings allow us to conclude that the trend for PSI research has
een mainly theoretical, while considerations related to practical
spects and infrastructure integration are not so common.
Another key aspect which is interesting to understand before

ny comparative is that PSI has different variants, i.e., different
ays to define the inputs, the outputs, and how the parties

nteract between them, leading to specific considerations when
esigning and implementing protocols. While the basic and tra-
itional primitive is just PSI, where two parties (or just one of
hem) get the intersection of their input sets, other protocols may
ompute a function on the intersection without revealing the in-
ersection result. Others may need previous authorization for the
lements in the set in order to be considered for the computation
r may need a certain threshold for intersection cardinality to be
eached in order to finally output the results. Although there are
any variants, some of them have been identified and appear to
e relevant:

• PSI cardinality (PSI-CA), where the output is not the inter-
section but the cardinality of the intersection. In this section
we include its generalization circuit-PSI (C-PSI), where a
generic function other than the cardinality can be computed
on the intersection. There are 22 papers which belong to this
category: 14 for PSI-CA and 8 for C-PSI.
• Multi-party PSI (MP-PSI), where there are more than two

parties that want to compute the intersection of their input
sets. There are 16 papers related to MP-PSI in our reference
list.
• Outsourced or verifiable delegated PSI (O-PSI/VD-PSI),

where the computation of the intersection is outsourced to
an external server or cloud provider that is not supposed
to learn anything about the private elements or the result.
There are 20 papers belonging to this group in our reference
list.

. Scenarios and applications

PSI may be classified based on which party obtains the inter-
ection at the end of the computation with security warranties.
his is traditionally named as one-way PSI, if only one of the
arties obtains the intersection, or mutual PSI, if every party
btains it. This classification is very interesting from the security
oint of view, but there is another somewhat more interesting
rom a practical point of view, based on the parties set sizes. This
lassification distinguishes between balanced PSI, if set sizes are
pproximately similar, and unbalanced PSI, if there is a significant
ifference. These two scenarios have settled two focus points
hen designing PSI protocols, because special considerations can
e made to improve performance when targeting one or the
ther. In fact, this classification even sets limits on the election
f the underlying building blocks. We will now discuss very
enerally some aspects of these two scenarios, relating them
o the different applications that have been proposed along the
volution of PSI and some technological considerations.
First, when considering the balanced scenario, one can imag-

ne two o more entities that want to achieve the intersection
f their databases or some statistics from it. By ‘‘entities’’ we
efer to enterprises, researchers, medical or financial institutions,
tc. While these examples are not strictly subject to the bal-
nced scenario, it is a setting that appears frequently when,
.g., two financial entities want to compute common customers
r patterns for their businesses. Some applications that have
een proposed are secure computations on genomics [23,35] or
n medical data [15,56], data mining on private data [65,80],
easuring ad conversion rates [26,47,76,82], security incident
5

information sharing [47], collaborative botnet detection [120],
aviation safety [121], satellite collisions matching [122], private
network interference discovery [115] etc. Looking for common
characteristics, some assumptions can be ventured for this sce-
nario. First, it is very likely that databases hold many items,
because we are envisaging parties that work with a lot of in-
formation (customers, statistics, etc.). Secondly, we can assume
a certain degree of flexibility when acquiring resources, i.e., com-
putation capabilities like computers, servers, or infrastructure.
Finally, this scenario can tolerate some amount of delay, e.g., a
computation on medical private data can be set up to take a
whole day, and this may be acceptable if it is previously con-
sidered by design, and the computation equipment is correctly
prepared to handle it. One can think of two application instances
in cloud environments where databases pour their data to per-
form a private data mining computation. Initially, the entities
involved may consider the cost of the computation and determine
if the investment benefits them.

The second scenario, the unbalanced one, can be easily com-
pared with a classical approach that has been existing on the
Internet from its origins, the client–server model. The server
allows different clients accessing to different resources and is
always assumed to have much higher computational capabilities
than its clients. Turning this into PSI, we can assume that the
client’s set size will be much smaller than the server’s. In fact,
it may have just one item. This specific problem is known as
Private Membership Test, which may be seen as a PSI subcase.
Some applications that have been proposed to this scenario are
malware detection by signature [16], checking of compromised
credentials [16,61], private database querying [29], biometric au-
thentication [62], private contact discovery [47,55], shoppers’
personal preference matching [45], etc. The assumptions made
on the balanced scenario can also be discussed here. First, the
client’s database size is much smaller than the server’s. Secondly,
the client’s resources are limited compared with the server’s,
because in these applications, the client is supposed to carry a
smartphone or a personal computer. In fact, the device could
be even an IoT device, where computation, communication, and
memory capabilities are very constrained. Finally, the service may
not tolerate long delays. If it is a user handling the computation,
e.g., with a smartphone, she will not want to wait a lot; otherwise,
the quality of experience will be perceived as a bad one. A specific
variation that has gained a great importance the last years is
reversed unbalanced PSI, where client set size is larger than the
server’s, e.g., in COVID contact tracing [88,100,104,113].

There are other applications where some devices (maybe lim-
ited in terms of resources) may want to perform PSI, but they
depend on a central server to perform or coordinate the computa-
tion, e.g., private ridesharing [27,48,62], online matchmaking [32],
social network discovery [30], online dating [62], etc.

The previous discussion has been made with a lot of general-
izations, but when implementing a PSI protocol, there are many
considerations to have in mind, e.g., the network environment
or the computational limitations, and this is one of the main
problems that limit PSI acceptance. Some protocols are efficient
on communication but heavy on computation and viceversa. If
one relies, e.g., on a cloud to avoid computational constraints,
maybe the latency can be very high, and communications are
limited, so the election of the protocol implementation has to be
made according to this.

4. Notation and preliminaries

This section introduces some basic aspects (schemes, data
structures, etc.) which are required to fully understand how PSI is
solved with the most extended techniques. Because of the large
set of symbols used through the rest of the paper, it is highly
recommended for the reader to check Table A.13.
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Table 4
BF and CF space costs extracted from [79].
Data Structure Bits/item

Formula α = 95.5%, ϵ = 10−3

BF 1.44 log2(1/ϵ) 14.3
CF ⌈log2(1/ϵ)+ 3⌉/α 13.5

4.1. Set representation

Set Representation is a fundamental task that is typically made
t the beginning of the PSI protocol. It basically sets a start-
ng point for the tools that will make it possible to compute
he intersection in a privacy-preserving way. It may also in-
olve data compression, which is a desired property to reduce
ommunication costs.

.1.1. Polynomial representation
Given a set S = {s1, . . . , sn}, it can be represented as P(x) =∏n

i=1(x − si), where each element si is a root of the polynomial.
When two sets are represented as PA(x) and PB(x), the compu-
tation of gcd(PA, PB) is the representation of SA ∩ SB. For random
polynomials RA and RB, RAPA + RBPB = µ · gcd(PA, PB), where µ is
a random polynomial. If the roots of the random polynomial can
be deleted, the intersection can be computed.

When sets are encoded as polynomials, they are typically
represented in point-value form. That means that a set of pairs
{(x1, y1), . . . , (xd, yd)} are used as the polynomial representation,
where d ≥ n. If x is fixed, y = (y1, . . . , yd) is sufficient to
represent P(x).

4.1.2. Vector representation
Given a set S ⊂ U, where U is the universe set, one can define

a vector of length |U|. If the set has ordering property, each bit
of the vector can be viewed as the representation of each x ∈ U,
where 0 means that x /∈ S, and 1 means that x ∈ S. However, this
representation technique has a straightforward limitation, which
is that the vector length growths directly with |U|.

4.1.3. Probabilistic filter representation
A probabilistic data structure allows the insertion of data

and a check function. The typical constructions are Bloom Filter
(BF) [123] and Cuckoo Filter (CF) [124], which are structures that
allow a rate of false positives but not of false negatives.

A BF insertion maps an element x to k places into a bit array,
setting those bits to 1. The positions are computed by a set of
hash functions {h1, . . . , hk}. To check if y is inserted inside the
filter, the values hk(y) are computed, and if those vector bits are
all set to 1, that means y is in the filter with high probability.

A CF insertion maps an element x to one from two possible
buckets into a hash table, where there are B buckets and each can
have more than one entry. To determine the two possible buckets,
it uses Cuckoo Hashing, with the buckets being b1 = hash(x) and
b2 = b1 ⊕ hash(fingerprint(x)). Items can be relocated from one
bucket to the other to make the table more efficient. Also, the
value stored is the fingerprint of x, so the items can be deleted.

Both BF and CF are very common and work well along different
schemes, e.g., given two BF containing two sets BFX and BFY , BFX∩Y
represents the intersection in the plain model where BFX∩Y [i] =
BFX [i]∧BFY [i]. It is straightforward to combine this technique with
homomorphic encryption (Section 4.2.2) in order to achieve the
required privacy.

Table 4 shows the formulas to compute the space costs of BF
and CF with optimal parameters, assuming the load factor α is

very high and the false error rate ϵ is relatively low.
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4.2. Privacy preserving building blocks

There is another thing that must be considered when clas-
sifying PSI papers: the basic building blocks that constitute the
protocols, allowing privacy-preserving computations. The way
that the protocols work varies considerably depending on the
building blocks selected, and performance aspects as computation
or communication complexity can also be modified. We have
identified some building blocks which are broadly adopted, so
they are introduced in this section.

4.2.1. Oblivious transfer and OT-extension
Oblivious Transfer (OT) was firstly introduced in [125,126],

where a sender owns two messages x0 and x1, and a receiver
has a choice bit c . Then, the sender ignorantly sends xc , and the
receiver knows nothing about x1−c . This protocol receives the
name of ‘‘1-out-of −2 OT’’ or

(2
1

)
-OT and was later generalized to(n

1

)
-OT , where the sender owns n messages, and

(n
k

)
-OT , where

the receiver selects k of them [127,128]. OT typically involves
some kind of public key cryptography to work, and this makes
it a bit heavy for wide computations (Protocol 1 shows a simple
implementation from [129]). It could be approximated as one
exponentiation per OT instance; however, [130] shows that one
exponentiation can be consumed to achieve some OT, using a
trade-off which increases the communication cost.

Protocol 1 Simplest OT protocol
Inputs: the sender inputs two messages (M0,M1), and the

receiver inputs a choice bit c.
Outputs: the sender outputs nothing, and the receiver outputs

Mc .
Protocol:

1. The sender randomly samples a← Zp and sends A = ga to
the receiver.

2. The receiver randomly samples b← Zp and computes:

• B = gb, if c = 0
• B = Agb, if c = 1,

then sends B to the sender and computes a symmetric key
KR = H(Ab), where H is a hash function.

3. The sender computes the two possible symmetric keys:

• K0 = H(Ba)
• K1 = H((B/A)a),

then sends the encryption of the two messages to the
receiver:

• e0 ← EK0 (M0)
• e1 ← EK1 (M1)

4. Finally, the receiver can decrypt the selected messageMc =

DKR (ec).

Nevertheless, a better performance can be achieved thanks to
OT extension (OTe) [131], especially in terms of computational
cost. First of all, a common notation is specified, where the
execution of m OT with l-bit items is written as OTm

l . An OTe
cheme allows to compute OTm

l from OT κ
κ , where m = κc , κ is the

OTe security parameter, and c > 1 is a fixed constant, plus some
cheaper computations, i.e., calls to Pseudo-Random Generator
(PRG) and Hash Functions. Table 5 shows some specific costs for
two well-known protocols. Typically, κ = 128, which may be
approximated as the number of exponentiations performed. The
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Table 5
Computation and communication costs for two semi-honest OT-Extension proto-
cols, where PRG(m) generates m-bit items, and RO are calls to a Random Oracle
(which is typically instantiated as a hash function).
Protocol Costs Sec. Param

[131] IKNP
(2
1

)
-OTm

l
Comp. OT κ

κ + 2κPRG(m)+ 2mRO
κComm. 2mκ + 2ml

[132] KK
(n
1

)
-OTm

l
Comp. OT κ ′

κ ′
+ 2κ ′PRG(m)+mnRO

κ ′ ≈ 2κComm. 2mκ ′ + nml

Fig. 4. HE schemes comparing the operational power of each scheme against
the system requirements to execute it.

security parameter of [132] is twice as large as that of [131];
however, it can be amortized when performing OT with short
secrets (small l), because it achieves

(n
1

)
-OT directly (with n ≤ κ),

nstead of
(2
1

)
-OT .

.2.2. Homomorphic encryption
A Homomorphic Encryption (HE) scheme is a tuple of al-

orithms {Key Generation, Encryption, Evaluation, Decryption},
here the Evaluation algorithm allows to evaluate a function f
n ciphertexts as if they were plaintexts. This can be achieved
hanks to the evaluation of simple operations, like addition or
ultiplication, on ciphertexts which are encrypted with the same
ey. More generally, Ek(m0)⋆Ek(m1) = Ek(m0⋄m1), where the first
peration is performed on the ciphertext space and the second
ne on the plaintext space.
There exist different types of HE schemes [133] which offer

ifferent properties. Fig. 4 shows a high-level diagram with the
elations between them. First of all, Partial HE schemes only
mplement one operation, so the allowed computations are con-
trained to that, but they are the most efficient. These schemes
re typically obtained fromwell-known public key schemes based
n Factorization Problem or Discrete Logarithm Problem, e.g., RSA
134] and ElGamal [135] are Multiplicative HE, and Paillier [136]
s Additive HE. A generalization about the allowed type of op-
rations leads to Somewhat HE [137,138], where both additions
nd multiplications are supported. These schemes are constrained
y design, where the depth of the computable circuits is limited
o some threshold. However, this can be solved with an external
arameter d, which modifies the scheme on its initialization to

allow a different circuit depth. The schemes which have this
property are called Leveled HE [139] and represent a general-
ization of Somewhat HE. Finally, the most general category is
Fully HE [140], which allows the different operations and has no
restrictions on the circuit depth. This is achieved thanks to a com-
putational expensive process called bootstrapping, which resets
the noise added to the ciphertext after performing operations.
Although Fully HE is known to be very costly, it has evolved a
lot from its conceiving, leading to new constructions that may be

practical for some realistic scenarios [141].
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4.2.3. Oblivious polynomial evaluation
Oblivious Polynomial Evaluation (OPE) [142] involves two par-

ties: a sender, whose input is a polynomial P , and a receiver,
whose input is a value x. At the end of the protocol, the receiver
learns P(x) and the sender learns nothing.

This protocol can be instantiated with different primitives, like
OT, Pseudo-Random Function (PRF), Secret Sharing..., but the most
common is HE. The basic idea for PSI using OPE is that a user
(let us call her Alice) represents her set as roots of a polynomial
(Section 4.1.1) and builds P(x). Then, the other user (let us call
him Bob) obliviously evaluates his own set elements within the
polynomial, e.g., using the homomorphic encrypted coefficients
of the polynomial (sent by Alice).

4.2.4. Oblivious pseudo-random function
A PRF is a deterministic function which receives a key K and an

input x and which output is indistinguishable from a truly random
function of the input x. In an Oblivious Pseudo-Random Function
(OPRF) [143], the key K belongs to Alice and data x belong to
Bob. Bob only obtains FK (x) and knows nothing about K , and Alice
knows nothing about x. OPRF is typically instantiated using OT.

The basic idea for PSI using OPRF is that Alice gets its PRFK (A)
using the key K of Bob and sends the result to Bob. Bob locally
computes PRFK (B) and determines which elements are equal to
those received from Alice.

4.2.5. Oblivious key value store
An Oblivious Key Value Store (OKVS), formally introduced

in [85,95], is a generalization of data structures that allow map-
ping a set of keys ki to a set of values vi, e.g., a polynomial or
a PRF. Informally, an OKVS is composed by two algorithms: (1)
Encode, that takes the set of pairs (ki, vi) as input and outputs
a data structure S, and (2) Decode, that evaluates a value k on
S obtaining v as output. It is important to note that when S is
evaluated on ki (used to build S), it outputs the corresponding vi.

4.2.6. Commutative encryption
A Commutative Encryption (CE) algorithm is one where EK1

(EK2 (m)) = EK2 (EK1 (m)). It was originally proposed to solve
the Mental Poker problem [144]. The basic idea for PSI using
this primitive is that Alice can obtain EBobPK (A), being A her
data set. First Alice sends EAlicePK (A) to Bob. Then Bob sends
EBobPK (EAlicePK (A)) = EAlicePK (EBobPK (A)) to Alice. Then Alice decrypts
it to obtain EBobPK (A). Bob sends Alice its own encrypted data set
EBobPK (B), and Alice only needs to compare values to achieve the
intersection.

4.2.7. Pairings
Let G1,G2 be two additive groups, and let GT be a multi-

plicative group, all with prime order p. A Bilinear Pairing [145] is
defined as a map e : G1×G2 → GT and satisfies some properties:

1. Bilinearity: For all A, B ∈ G1 and C,D ∈ G2, e(A + B, C) =
e(A, C)e(B, C), and e(A, C + D) = e(A, C)e(A,D).

2. Non-degeneracy: There exist P,Q such that e(P,Q ) ̸= 1.
3. Computability: e can be efficiently computed.

Thanks to the bilinearity property, the Discrete Logarithm
Problem in G1 can be efficiently reduced to GT . The security on
those schemes is typically based on the bilinear Diffie–Hellman
problem (BDHP), which is: given P, aP, bP, cP , compute e(P, P)abc ,
and the implementations work on elliptic curves.

Pairings have been used for interesting problems, e.g., the one-
round 3-party Diffie–Hellman problem [146] or constructions for
Identity-based Encryption [147].
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.2.8. Generic circuits
Generic Circuits are the most extended constructions to

chieve SMPC protocols on generic functionalities and can be
omputed from different building blocks, e.g., garbling schemes
r secret sharing.
A garbling scheme is a tuple of algorithms G = (Gb, En,De, Ev,

ev).

• ev(f , ·) : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m evaluates the original function f
with some input of length n and gives an output of length
m.
• (F , e, d)← Gb(1k, f ) is the garbling algorithm, which uses a

security parameter 1k and the original function f to output
a garbled function F , an encoding function e, and a decoding
function d.
• X = En(e, x) is the encoding algorithm, which inputs the

encoding function e and the original input x and outputs the
garbled input X .
• Y = Ev(F , X) is the evaluation algorithm, which inputs the

garbled function F and the garbled input X and outputs the
garbled output Y .
• y = De(d, Y ) is the decoding algorithm, which inputs the

decoding function d and the garbled output Y and outputs
the final output y.

There are two main properties which must be satisfied for
such a scheme. First, privacy, which allows an evaluator to obtain
Y from X without being able to derive x. Second, correctness,
where De(d, Ev(F , En(e, x))) = ev(f , x), i.e., the garbling scheme
must output the same value as directly evaluating the function
without privacy. Garbling schemes are typically instantiated with
Yao’s Garbled Circuit protocol [148], where the original function
is represented as a Boolean circuit in F2 before being garbled and
evaluated.

Another way is to use secret sharing-based schemes [149],
which allow to operate on distributed secrets. These schemes
represent the original function as an arithmetic circuit, typi-
cally in Fp. A secret-sharing scheme is usually instantiated as a
(t, n)-threshold scheme, where the secret value is split among n
participants and no t − 1 set of shares allows to reconstruct the
secret.

While generic circuits allow to compute any desired func-
tion, they tend to be slower than protocol-specific constructions.
However, they add the property of flexibility and offer many
capabilities from a single tool, so selecting a generic or a specific
construction is sometimes a discussion topic.

4.3. Hashing techniques

Hashing has become a fundamental technique to achieve effi-
cient PSI protocols. Its main purpose is to reduce the number of
comparisons that have to be made between the set elements to
achieve the intersection. In the plaintext model, without hash-
ing and assuming two sets with n elements each, the cost of
computing the intersection is O(n2) comparisons.

4.3.1. Hashing to bins
Hashing to bins employs a hash function which maps the

set items from one domain to the other, H : S → M , where
|M| < |S|. Each hash address points to one bin with an associated
maximum capacity |B| ≥ 1, because two or more items may
be mapped to the same bin. If every party uses the same hash
function for the mapping, the same items will be mapped to
the same bin, so comparisons can be made bin-to-bin. Thanks to
this technique, instead of performing O(n2) secure comparisons
to achieve PSI, the parties can reduce it to O(B|B|2), where |B|

is a pre-defined constant. According to [60], if B = O(n), then

8

with high probability |B| = logB/loglogB, and it would require
O(logB/loglogB)2 secure comparisons. If we recursively hash each
bin into sub-bins, we can obtain a protocol with O(BlogB) secure
comparisons.

There exists a variant, named Dual Hashing, which employs
two hash functions, H1 and H2. When one item needs to be
inserted, it is mapped both to H1(x) and H2(x). Then, the item is
inserted into the bin where there are less items already inserted.
When using this technique, |B| ≥ 1.

4.3.2. Cuckoo hashing
Cuckoo Hashing employs two different hash functions, H1 and

H2, associated with two tables, T1 and T2. To insert an element, it
is first mapped to H1(x) and placed in that address of T1 if it is free.
Otherwise, it is also placed in that address, but the previous item
is remapped to T2 using H2(y). Using this technique, each element
has two possible positions. If the number of replacements for one
insertion exceeds a threshold, the item is inserted into the stash,
which is a free address area. When using Cuckoo Hashing, |B| = 1.

.3.3. Permutation-based hashing
This technique, also named Phasing [150], tries to reduce the

it length of the items that are stored into the bins. It first defines
n item as x = xL||xR, where |xL| = logB. Also, a random function
is defined with range [0, B − 1]. The hash function H maps an

tem x to the bin with address xL ⊕ f (xR), and the value stored
n that address is only xR. As the stored value has a reduced bit
ength of only |x| − logB, there are no collisions.

.4. Adversary models

Adversary Models are crucial for PSI and, in general, SMPC
rotocols. They specify the adversary capabilities against which
he protocol remains secure and have to be well specified in the
esigning phase. Traditionally, two main adversary models have
een considered in the literature:

• Passive or Semi-Honest,1 Adversary where the corrupted
parties do not deviate from the protocol but may try to infer
additional information from the data they obtain.
• Active or Malicious Adversary, where the corrupted parties

may deviate from the protocol to get advantage.

In addition to that, the Mixed Adversary, which can corrupt
ome parties passively and others actively, must be considered.
chieving malicious security is not an easy task and has tradi-
ionally been put aside in favor of semi-honest security. In fact,
alicious adversaries may harm the protocol in many ways, and
ot all possibilities are always covered, e.g., deviation allows the
orrupted party to abort the protocol, aspect which is usually
gnored. Other adversary models have been proposed to set up in-
ermediate scenarios between the semi-honest and the malicious,
.g., the Covert Adversary [151].

. PSI taxonomy

PSI has many variants, which derive from a common root but
ffer different properties. The classical definition of PSI allows
wo parties to compute the intersection on their sets. A straight
ariant extends the problem to the multi-party setting, called
P-PSI, where the communication topology shows up as a key
spect. Other variants limit some aspects, like Threshold PSI (T-
SI), where the parties get the intersection only if it reaches
certain threshold, or PSI Cardinality (PSI-CA), where the size

1 Sometimes named Honest-but-Curious.
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Fig. 5. Building blocks classification. Each block size is proportional to the number of papers that belong to that category.
f the intersection is the only output. On Size-Hiding-PSI (SH-
SI), the cardinality of the sets is hidden, and on Authorized-PSI
A-PSI), there has to be a previous authorization phase (TTP
ignature) for the elements of the set. Finally, Outsourced-PSI (O-
SI) or Verifiable-Delegated-PSI (VD-PSI) break with the classical
2P topology and let the parties to outsource their encrypted sets
o an external party (server or cloud) which is able to compute
he intersection.

This section briefly describes different techniques to solve
SI problems, proposing a taxonomy for PSI. This taxonomy also
onsiders the different cryptography building blocks used in ex-
sting protocols. Fig. 5 shows how the different building blocks
re related. With respect to basic primitives, public key is the
ost extended one. It is difficult to find PSI protocols that only

equire a generic public key scheme to work, i.e., traditional
symmetric encryption and digital signature. On the contrary,
hey usually require some extra capabilities. Some protocols rely
n the existence of pairings and others on properties such as
ommutative encryption, but HE is undoubtedly the most typical
uilding block. The use of other primitives is minimal; this is why
e have included them in an ‘‘other’’ group that comprises sym-
etric cryptography techniques, non-standard primitives, and
uantum-based protocols. Finally, there are some papers based
n more complex protocols like generic circuits (garbled circuits
nd secret sharing), OT, OPRF, and OKVS, which are the most
xtended building blocks after HE, and achieve the most efficient
rotocols.

.1. General PSI

General PSI may be described as the following:

1. Input:
P1 inputs S1 = {a1, a2, . . . , an1}
P2 inputs S2 = {b1, b2, . . . , bn2}

2. Output:
P1 and/or P2 output S1 ∩ S2

Homomorphic Encryption: It constitutes one of the main
building blocks used for PSI. This approach comes from the tradi-
tional OPE-based protocols, where sets are represented as poly-
nomials whose coefficients are encrypted with HE. This allows
the parties to evaluate their points homomorphically on the
polynomials [20,80]. The OPE-based protocol in [20] is a PSI
with Projection and Histogram (PSI-P-H), where the client learns
the projection (or second attribute in a table) of the items in
the intersection and their histogram, but authors move to an
9

OPRF to improve efficiency for some variants (Existential PSI [PSI-
X], which indicates if the intersection is empty or not, and PSI
with Data Transfer [PSI-DT]). As discussed in [28], OPE-based
PSI protocols are computationally more expensive than those
based on other primitives, e.g. [152]. Some protocols are based
on Bloom filter to efficiently represent sets [7,30]. After inserting
the set elements in a Bloom filter, each bit is encrypted separately
with an Additive HE scheme, so the computation cost will be
O(mBF ). On the other hand, [79] applies cuckoo filter because it
takes less bits to encode each item. This protocol also proposes
a different representation after cuckoo filter encapsulation using
matrixes and a generalized N-dimensional approach. Another
way to achieve PSI is by encoding the elements into a bit vec-
tor [56], as described in Section 4.1.2. This protocol also applies
Additive HE, and the computational cost grows in a similar way
that in Bloom filter-based protocols but is O(|U|). For its part, [13]
proposes a protocol for the malicious setting, achieving mutual
PSI based on distributed ElGamal Encryption (i.e., a key is split
between parties thanks to homomorphic properties), Verifiable
Encryption, Semi-trusted Third Party, and Zero Knowledge Proofs
(ZKP).

There are some protocols based on HE schemes with stronger
properties [10,42]. The first one, which is based on leveled HE,
targets the unbalanced scenario and applies some techniques
to improve the performance, like partitioning, batching, or win-
dowing, together with preprocessing. It is focused on reducing
communication costs and achieves O(c log s). For its part, [42]
is based on [10] and introduces polynomial representation and
OPRF in the preprocessing phase. Also, the protocol is built for the
malicious model, with added support for arbitrary length items,
and achieves labeled PSI. On the other hand, [62] analyze the
Threshold-PSI setting with the focus on communication complex-
ity. It sets some bounds, which are O(t) for fully HE and O(t2)
for additive HE. However, [94] improves these results and obtains
Õ(t) for additive HE. For its part, [100] proposes a Conditional-PSI
protocol, that outputs the intersection of the elements that fulfills
a predicate. Finally, [117] is based on [10] and proposes a V-PSI
protocol, thanks to an inner product computation on encrypted
data.

Table 6 summarizes the costs on the client side for some of the
previous protocols. It is clear that the size of the encoding data
structure directly limits performance, in relation to the number
of encryptions that the client must generate. An observation is
that public key operations are the main bottleneck for the client
device, so very big sets may be a problem. According to [153], a
Bloom filter achieves its optimal performance when k = (m/n)ln2
andm ≥ nlog (e)log (1/ϵ), so the number of bits (and the number
2 2
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Table 6
Rough computation costs for HE-based protocols on client side. Clen represents
the bit length of a ciphertext.
Method Reference Client

computation
Client
communication

OPE [20,80] n(Enc + Dec) n Clen
Bloom filter [7,30] mBF (Enc + Dec) mBF Clen
Bit vector [56] |U|(Enc + Dec) |U| Clen

of encryptions) will be higher than the number of elements it
contains, with an incremental factor typically greater than 10.
The same applies to bit vector representation, where it can be
assumed that |U| will typically be much greater than n.

Oblivious Transfer: It is another fundamental building block
for PSI. There are two classic approaches: Garbled Bloom Filter
(GBF) and OPRF, but PSI is also achievable directly from OT. In the
GBF approach [11,63,91], the client builds a Bloom filter and the
server a GBF. Each bit i of the Bloom filter is used as a selection
bit for a

(2
1

)
-OT , where the server sends GBF [i] if BF [i] = 1 and

a random string otherwise. Both papers work in the malicious
setting thanks to probabilistic verification techniques (Section 7).
While [11] employs the cut-and-choose technique, [63] proposes
a Traceable-PSI with bit commitment and proof of ownership. The
computation cost for both papers (excluding precomputation and
verification techniques) is similar to [153], which is mBF

(2
1

)
-OT for

λ-bit strings. With respect to [91], it achieves T-PSI from GBF and
threshold secret sharing for the semi-honest model.

The second approach is OPRF [12,16,47,51,60,103,118]. The
work in [12] extends the paradigm in [152] (typically called
PSZ) to the malicious setting. Both use an oblivious encoding
technique, which is similar to an OPRF for a Set Inclusion protocol.
Basically, P1 learns a random mapping F , and P2 learns F (y). Then,
1 sends F (X) to P2, where element inclusion can be checked.
SI is achieved by executing the Set Inclusion protocol n times
nd the malicious security thanks to dual execution. There are
ther protocols based on the PSZ paradigm, like [23,27]. The
irst one achieves an approximation of the edit distance based
n shingles and permutation-based hashing, while the second
ne achieves Threshold-PSI. Both [16,55] modify the OPRF-based
R-PSI protocol [154]. The modifications establish a precom-
utation phase (where OT are executed and later consumed)
nd send the PRF values using filters. Both protocols need to
recompute lcmax OT, lc multiplications and c exponentiations

on the client side. Specifically, [16] uses OT and Bloom filter,
while [55] uses random OT and cuckoo filter. The protocol in [47]
executes hashing-to-bins, instantiated with simple hashing on P1
nd cuckoo hashing on P2, and then evaluates an OPRF instan-

tiated with random OT. Other protocols based on [47] propose
balance hashing [51] or cuckoo hashing [35] instead of simple
hashing. For its part, [60] introduces some improvements that
are focused on reducing communication. The proposed scheme
instantiates a one-time OPRF using random OT, specifically the
BaRK-OPRF scheme [155]. Another OPRF-based PSI is proposed
in [118], with a structure-aware OPRF using function secret shar-
ing in the semi-honest model. Other OT-based papers are [18,75,
83]. The first one builds a n · n hamming distance matrix, where
each cell with value 0 means that the big string is in the joint
set; [75] employs an

(n
k

)
-OT scheme to achieve PSI with equality

ests; and [83] proposes a Java-based PSI framework to execute
T-based protocols.
A recent line of research is OKVS-based PSI, introduced in [85].

t achieves malicious PSI introducing a new linear solver named
aXoS (a binary OKVS) based on a Garbled Cuckoo Filter and
ombining it with OT. This protocol is almost as efficient as the

emi-honest one of [152]. Following this line of research, [103] e

10
Table 7
Computation costs for public key-based PSI protocols. T: set cardinality of test
elements.
Protocol Computation Cost

Asymptotic Cost Specific Cost

CE [5] O(n1 + n2) Enc 2(n1 + n2 + 2T ) Enc
HE [13] O(c + s) Exp (39c + 72s+ 27) Exp+ (ec +

4s) Inv + (c + 3s+ 12) Hash
PK [19] Client: O(c) Exp –

Server: O(cs) Exp
PK [46] O(c + s) Exp (3c + 2s) Exp
PK [29] O(c + s) Exp+ O(c) Mult –
Pair [73] O(n) 2 Mult + (3n+ 1) Pair + (2n+

1) Exp +(n+ 1) Hash
Pair [43] O(c2/logc) c Pair + O(c2/logc) Exp

proposes an OPRF-based PSI, where the OPRF is built from ran-
dom Vector Oblivious Linear Evaluation (VOLE) and PaXoS, im-
proving the communication cost. On the other hand, [95] achieves
a compromise between computation and communication, with a
new OKVS based on 3-Hash Garbled Cuckoo Table. Finally, [105],
which is based on [103], obtains the most efficient protocol to the
date. More precisely, this paper proposes a more efficient OKVS
instead the one from [85], and uses subfield-VOLE.

Generic Public Key: The protocol in [19] achieves Size Hiding-
PSI based on smooth projective hash functions, which are very
close to public key [156], while [46] studies the PSI problem in
the multiple interaction environment and tries to mitigate the
cross-interaction attack. Finally, [29] proposes an Authorized-PSI
based on Schnorr signature, where the client items are signed by
a certification authority.

Commutative Encryption: [5] achieves malicious PSI through
commutative encryption and hash-based commitments. The com-
putation of the intersection is practically the same as presented in
Section 4.2.6. The only difference is the addition of test numbers
and commitments which lead to verification phases achieving the
desired security against malicious adversaries.

Pairings: An Authorized-PSI protocol is also proposed in [73]
ut built with Identity-based Encryption using pairings. Following
his line, the protocol in [43] is based on Bilinear Accumulators
o achieve a Reactive-PSI, where the output of the PSI proto-
ol depends on previous instances. Pairing-based protocols tend
o be costly due to the pairing operations. Table 7 shows the
omputation costs for some public key-based protocols.
Others: There are less common techniques employed to

chieve PSI. The approach presented in [59] is based on the naive
ashing technique and also proposes a protocol to check if the
ntersection is empty or not using blind exponentiation. The latter
s also the foundation for [69], which is based on [157]. This
rotocol works with multi-sets and per-set tags and is applied
n a system which allows journalists to share documents in a
rivacy-preserving way. On the other hand, [17] achieves PSI
sing matrix algebra in the mixed model (malicious client). This
rotocol is applied in [45] to the Food Adequacy Check use case.
he method in [71] follows the oblivious polynomial evaluation
pproach, but instead of using HE, it blinds the polynomials
ith PRF outputs zi = PRF (key, i), represented in point-value

orm as (xi, P(xi) + zi), and [44] proposes a PSI protocol based
n algebraic PRF, which may serve as a building block for both
PE and OPRF approaches. The work in [92] proposes a laconic
2-round) PSI protocol with O(s) communication. On the other
and, [108] proposes PSI based on functional encryption, for the
everse unbalanced setting, where the client’s set cardinality is
uch larger than the server’s. Finally, the PSI in [111] is based on
reatest common divisor and dummy sets.
Applications: Some works implement PSI to achieve inter-
sting applications, e.g., [31], which is based on Bloom filter
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ike [158] to build a secure linkability protocol on Vehicular
d-Hoc Networks, while [49] uses PSI to accomplish a proximity-
ased secure pairing using WiFi signals, where the authentication
s correct if |I| reaches a predefined threshold. Also, the users can
derive a pairing key with the intersection material. The authors
in [61] analyze protocols for checking compromised credentials
where the protocol Google Password Checkup (GPC) is based
on PSI. Finally, [48] proposes a privacy preserving ride-sharing
system, which is based on [159], and the protocol in [92] can be
used for self-detecting encryption.

5.2. PSI-CA and C-PSI

PSI-CA is a specific PSI protocol where the result of the com-
utation is not the intersection set elements but their cardinality.
ore precisely, PSI-CA may be analyzed as a specific instantiation
f C-PSI, where a generic function is computed on the intersection
lements, and the result of that function is the only result learned
y the parties. PSI-CA or other functionalities of C-PSI cannot
e directly instantiated from general PSI when using specific
urpose primitives. Instead of that, the protocol has to go through
different path from the beginning. A general description of C-PSI
s formalized below:

1. Input:
P1 inputs S1 = {a1,1, a1,2, . . . , a1,n1}
P2 inputs S2 = {a2,1, a2,2, . . . , a2,n2}

2. Output:
P1 and/or P2 output f (S1 ∩ S2) and nothing else.

Homomorphic Encryption: Like in general PSI, HE remains as
widely used building block. For instance, [21] proposes a mutual
SI-CA protocol for malicious parties where both parties get the
utput with fairness with the help of a semi-honest third party. It
s based on Bloom filter, multiplicative HE, verifiable encryption,
nd ZKP. Like other PSI protocols, the set elements are encoded
nto a Bloom filter, and it is encrypted bit by bit. Each ciphertext
s sent to the other party together with proofs of knowledge. This
rotocol heavily relies on public key cryptography, so it takes
2( kn1ln 2 )+83n2+62 Exp as computation cost. In [34], a verifiable-
SI-CA protocol is proposed with input certification for the Ad
onversion Rate use case, specifically applied on V2X-assisted
roximity Marketing. This protocol is based on multiplicative
E, ZKP, and bilinear pairings and is secure under the malicious
odel. The computation cost is (23c + 13s + 14) Exp in G and
pairings on the client side. The works in [26,76] achieve the
ariant PSI-Sum-CA, where one data set has an integer value
ssociated with each element. At the end of the computation,
he parties only learn the intersection cardinality and the sum
f the associated integer values. The protocol in [26] is based on
iffie–Hellman-style double masking, and [76] adds two variants
ased on random OT and encrypted Bloom filter. However, the
hree protocols use additive HE as the base of their functionalities.
he authors in [76] claim that the Diffie–Hellman-style protocol
s the most efficient in both communication and computation.
his protocol can handle data sets of size 213 with a running
ime faster than 10 s. On the other hand, [32] achieves some
hreshold-PSI protocols where the base is an encrypted PSI-CA
rotocol with output EncPK1 (|C ∩ S|) and the public key scheme
s homomorphic. The protocol is based on Bloom filter and en-
rypted polynomials. The computation cost is (k + 2)n1 Enc for
1 and (log2e)kn2 Enc and n1 Dec for P2. With respect to [70], its
rotocols are based on leveled HE and compute differentially pri-
ate PSI-CA. Finally, [119] proposes some protocols that allow one
arty learning a statistic on PSI (e.g., the mean of the intersection),

hile the other party learns PSI-CA. i

11
Oblivious Transfer: In [8], an OT-based protocol for PSI-CA is
roposed which use Flajolet–Martin sketches as a data structure
ncoder. A Flajolet–Martin sketch is a probabilistic counter of the
umber of distinct elements in a multiset. The authors propose
data oblivious algorithm to combine the sketches and extract

he estimator and then give two protocols: (1) to achieve the
ntermediate result z, which is the index of the first 0 bit in the
nion sketch FS1∪S2 , and (2) to estimate the cardinality of the
ntersection. Both results are given to the parties in the form of
ecret shares.
Generic Public Key: The protocol in [77] is based on the Learn-

ng With Errors (LWE) problem to achieve post-quantum secure
H-A-PSI-CA. LWE is based on some parameters: the dimension
∈ N, the prime modulus q, the vector length l = O(n log q),

nd a probability distribution X(n) over Zq. Next, some values
re specified: a ←R Zn

q , s ∈ Zn
q , and e ← X(n). The Decisional

WE problem sets that samples in the form (a, ⟨a, s⟩ + e) are
ndistinguishable from uniformly random samples (a, b)←R Zn

q×

q. This problem allows instantiating post-quantum public key
ryptosystems [160]. It is combined with Bloom filter to achieve
SI-CA, where the client encapsulates data into the Bloom filter
nd encrypts it bit by bit before transmitting to the server. This
rotocol’s computation cost is ns+ nl Mult on the client side and
(nl+ l+ 1)+ s(n+ 1)+ ln+ lt Mult on the server side.

Commutative Encryption: The authors in [82] achieve PSI-CA
n the unbalanced scenario, thanks to Bloom filter and commu-
ative encryption. The receiver gets a shuffled copy of its own
et encrypted in the form EncPKS (EncPKR (Y )), where it can be
ecrypted with the receiver’s private key and get EncPKS (Y ). Then,
he sender just sends EncPKS (X) to the receiver, who can compare
he number of coincidences. In this protocol, Bloom filters are
sed to increase the efficiency, and the execution takes (n1 + n2)
nc on the sender side and n2 Enc on the receiver side (with
2 as the receiver’s set cardinality), disregarding Bloom filter
ncapsulation costs. For its part, [109] proposes a PSI-CA based
n commutative encryption, hash-prefix filter and cuckoo filter,
or the reverse unbalanced setting.

C-PSI: Some papers [33,36,52,99] propose C-PSI protocols us-
ng OT, Oblivious Programmable Pseudo Random Function (OP-
RF), and generic circuits. These protocols are heavily influenced
y the PSZ approach [150]. While [33] is based on OT, the out-
ut of PSI is given in an ‘‘encrypted’’ form where the result
an be consumed by a garbled circuit, secret sharing, or HE
chemes. They use an undirected graph construction to encode
he set elements where it can be obliviously navigated, which
llows basically a Private Set Membership2 (PSM) instantiation.
apers [36,52] propose protocols which allows the computation
f symmetric functions on the intersection result. Both perform a
ashing step and a comparison step. The authors in [36] propose
novel hashing technique called 2D cuckoo hashing, while [52]

mplements the traditional PSZ hashing technique (P1 uses cuckoo
ashing, and P2 uses simple hashing). Also, while [36] directly
ompares each bin using a generic Boolean circuit which can be
xtended to compute C-PSI, [52] differs in the usage of an OPPRF
unctionality to compare the bins, and the output results are later
onsumed by a generic Boolean circuit which computes C-PSI. On
he other hand, [99] (which is based on [52]), uses an Oblivious
witching Network and Private Equality Tests, and achieves better
ommunication (see Table 8). However, this protocol leaks the
ardinality of the intersection. Finally, [87] proposes a mixed-
rotocol framework for generic 2PC that outperforms the PSI
n [52] thanks to a new efficient equality testing protocol.

2 A PSM protocol is a specific case of PSI where the client only inputs one
tem and checks whether the server set contains it or not.
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Table 8
Communication in MB for circuit-based f (PSI) on n elements of l bit length.
rb.: Arbitrary Bit Length; SCS: Sort, Compare, and Shuffle (PSI protocol fully
uilt with generic circuits).
Protocol l n

212 216 220

SCS [161] 32 104 2174 42976
Arb. 205 4826 106144

[36] 32 51 612 6582
Arb. 115 1751 25532

[52] Both 9 149 2540

[99] 60 2.93 55.49 1030

Conversely, [54] proposes some protocols for PSI-CA and C-PSI
or a 3-party setting where the third party acts as a helper with
o input but learns the results of the intersection cardinality. The
rotocols in [64] also compute PSI-CA and C-PSI, the second one
pplied both on the intersection payload and on the intersection
ndices. The PSI-CA is based on polynomial interpolation, and the
-PSI protocols rely on arithmetic circuits (with secret sharing).
hile the circuit-based protocol is linear in computation, the
olynomial-based and hybrid ones are O(n log2 n). However, the
ircuit-based protocol consumes more resources on communica-
ion and number of rounds. The work presented in [74] builds PSI
ith bi-oblivious data transfer using a PSM subprotocol based on
Bloom filter-based batch one-time OPPRF protocol and hashing
echniques. In this protocol, P2 (with input set Y ) outputs fi(bi),
here bi = 1 if yi ∈ X or 0 otherwise, and fi(·) is defined by P1.
Applications: There exist some works apply C-PSI to different

scenarios. First, [101] applies C-PSI to the use case of secure
featurization, specifically applied to secure phishing detection. On
the other hand, [104] applies PSI-CA to COVID contact tracing. The
work in [65] applies O-PSI-CA on vertically partitioned data for
data mining purposes. Finally, [84] proposes an additive HE-based
protocol to compute PSI-emptiness for the Secure Inter-domain
Forwarding Loop Test problem.

5.3. MP-PSI

Multi-party PSI is the natural extension of PSI to more than
two parties. Although it has not originally received as much
attention as the two-party case, it has become a trend the last
years thanks to the performance improvements of 2-party PSI.
The main limitation in an MP-environment tends to be the com-
munication cost and the number of rounds the protocol takes.
Increasing the number of parties in PSI, and more general in
SMPC, entails an increment of resource consumption and may
lead a protocol to a prohibitive cost that eliminates its feasibil-
ity for realistic scenarios. The next description summarizes the
MP-PSI behavior:

1. Input:
Pi inputs Si = {ai,1, ai,2, . . . , ai,n1},
where i ∈ 1, . . . ,N and N > 2.

2. Output:
One or all the parties get ∩iSi and nothing else.

A key aspect in MP-PSI is how parties interact between each
other. While generic SMPC typically assumes a fully-meshed net-
work with equally amount of work for each party, for MP-PSI
there are two specific topologies widely used (shown in Fig. 6):
(1) the sequential and balanced topology, where parties can be
logically organized as a ring or a chain, and each of them performs
approximately the same amount of computation; and (2) the
star network topology, where one party assumes the role of
12
Fig. 6. Different topologies for MP-PSI.

leader, and every other party communicates through the leader,
which typically carries a heavier amount of work. These specific
topologies have contributed to achieve complexities that grow
linearly with N , as shown in Fig. 7 for some of the most efficient
protocols.

Of the selected papers, [78,93] propose MP-PSO protocols
based on vector set encoding and partial HE. However, [93]
solutions assumes the external decider setting, i.e., the result is
given to a party that does not have an input set. Like other vector-
based protocols, each bit of the vector represents an element of
the universe set U. Also, each bit needs to be encrypted using HE,
so it is desirable for |U| not to be very large. Both protocols work
in a chain setup where Pi makes some process on data received
by Pi−1. At the end, data published by PN can be decrypted
using threshold cryptosystem to recover the desired function
(union, intersection...). While [78] requires O(NU) encryptions
and decryptions, [93] improves to O(U). Somehow similar is [96],
but instead of encrypting full-universe vectors, it encrypts BF.
Another difference is that it works in the star network topology.

Another approach is to extend a 2-party PSI to a MP-PSI
using the star network topology in an offline phase, where each
pair (P1, Pi) performs an independent 2-party protocol. Different
works [38,54,90,116] achieve this through executions of OT (of-
fline phase) and GBF (online phase). The cost of these protocols
is typically O(N) times the cost of the base protocol. While [38,
90] (based on [162]) achieve semi-honest security, [54] (based
on [11]) and [116] (based on [12]) achieve malicious security
thanks to cut-and-choose techniques. Partially related is [106],
which proposes an MPC-PSI-Emptiness protocol using GBF but
HE instead of OT. This protocol is applied to vertically partitioned
data and achieves O(Nn) computation and communication in the
semi-honest model.

Another common approach for MP-PSI is the zero sharing
technique [14,58,89,102,107], where the parties share some data
that sum up to zero if one particular item is in the intersection.
To achieve that, [14] performs a first phase for a conditional
zero-sharing, where Pi obtains for xj a share of zero sji. In a
second phase the parties perform a conditional reconstruction
thanks to OPPRF evaluated on xj and programmed to output the
shares sji. If every party programmed the OPPRF with xj, the
sum outputs 0, i.e., xj is in the intersection. The work in [89]
improves [14] in terms of communication, and proposes variants
for circuit-PSI and quorum-PSI. On the other hand, [107] also
improves [14], but specifically in the small set setting. The work
in [102] follows the same technique but is based on the efficient
OKVS from [85]. Finally, [58] applies the zero sharing technique
on vertically partitioned data, in order to achieve a random forest
between a client and some servers.

There exist other papers that achieve MP-PSI from not so

widespread techniques, e.g., [9] proposes an MP-PSI-CA based on
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Fig. 7. Running time of different MP-PSI protocols as a function of the number
of parties involved N . We have restricted the figure to set size n = 216 , threshold
corruption t = 1, and network WAN setting, as representative values. Note that
higher values for t lead to slower protocols.

commutative encryption and random permutations, in the star
network topology. On the other hand, [22] presents two proto-
cols, one secure against semi-honest adversaries and the other
maliciously secure, both in the star network topology, based on
threshold additive HE and balance hashing. Finally, [94] extends
a 2P HE-based T-PSI with O(t) communication to the MP setting,
with O(Nt) communication.

5.4. O-PSI

O-PSI is an interesting variant which has a main focus point:
delegate the PSI computation to an outsourced party, in a pri-
vacy preserving manner. This type of PSI seems to be promising,
because clients do not need to handle heavy computations on
their devices and PSI can be offered as a service in a cloud
environment. However, security and communication aspects are
still weak points for this variant. A general description of the
O-PSI functionality is given below:

1. Outsource data sets: each client Ci sends E(Si) to the cloud.
2. Authorize the cloud: clients send specific data Authi to

the cloud which allows it to compute the intersection on
authorized data sets.

3. Compute the set intersection: cloud computes
f (E(Si), Authi, E(Sj), Authj) = E(Si ∩ Sj).

4. Decrypt and verify the intersection: clients computes Si∩
Sj = Dec(Enc(Si ∩ Sj)) and verify it.

Homomorphic Encryption: It is, once again, the main building
block. In [53], two different constructions are proposed. One
of them, named O-PSI, was previously presented in [163]. This
protocol has been taken as a reference for many subsequent
protocols. It is essentially based on polynomial representation
and additive HE. Each client represents its set in point-value form,
blinds the points using a PRF and then outsources them to the
cloud. The clients communicate to compute some delegation data
and send them to the cloud, which can perform the intersection
thanks to additive HE. Finally, the cloud sends a vector to client B.
The vector is then decrypted, the blinding factors are deleted, and
the resultant polynomial is interpolated so the client can obtain
the intersection from it. It takes (2c + 1)Exp for the authorizer
and 2(2c + 1)Exp + Fact , where Fact is O(c2), for the receiver.
13
Following this direction, [65] achieves OPE-based O-PSI-CA. The
scheme proposed in [40] is based on the O-PSI from [53] and it is
very similar but uses multiplicative HE instantiated with RSA. It
takes (2n+1)(Enc+Mult) for client A and (2n+1)(Enc+Dec+Mult)
for client B. The main difference from [53] is that client B encrypts
the random values and directly sends them to the cloud rather
than to client A. Also, client A saves (2n+ 1)Mult operations.

The works in [15,30,110,114] achieve O-PSI using Bloom fil-
ter encapsulation and bit-by-bit encryption with additive HE.
While [30] works in the 2-party setting, [15,114] achieves an
O-MP-PSI scheme and [110] achieves O-MP-PSI-CA for indepen-
dent set sizes, where the computational cost for each party is
independent of the number of parties. In [15], all the parties
have to perform a threshold decryption process and then check
if each item from their sets is included in the resultant Bloom
filter which contains the intersection. Computation complexity
for each client is O(ci), but communication is O(c + N) because
of the threshold decryption phase. Conversely, [30] works in the
client–server scenario and proposes to outsource the encryption
and decryption processes to the cloud. However, this entails a
higher communication cost, more network delay, and even secu-
rity issues. The work in [66] also employs an encryption of vector’s
bits fashion, but using full universe vector encoding, which is not
desirable for large universe sets.

On the other hand, [25] targets the problem of Verifiable-
Delegated-PSI. Based on the O-PSI from [53], it considers a cloud
which can be malicious. This protocol proposes a verification
mechanism that allows a client to verify the correctness of the
result without having access to his own outsourced data set. To
achieve this, a secret value β is agreed for both clients and then
sent encoded to the cloud. The latter has to include this value into
the intersection in a way that, when the client unblinds the result,
β has to be correct, otherwise the client gets a random set, and it
is supposed the cloud misbehaved. This protocol takes (6n+9)Exp
and (4n + 6)Exp on clients A and B respectively, but verification
is only O(|I|).

For its part, [41] allows outsourcing and verification too. The
authors analyze the need for secure channels between clients
in [25]. Therefore, they propose a protocol that does not re-
quire secure channels between clients, who do not even need
to negotiate with each other in advance. Also, clients’ costs are
balanced with respect to other protocols. It takes (4n+6)Enc and
(2n + 3)(Enc + Dec) on both clients respectively. On the other
hand, [67] is also based on polynomial representation, additive
HE, and PRF. It is extensible to the Multi-party setting and can
handle normal channels. Encrypted data outsourced to the cloud
can be used directly by clients without additional computations.
The authors call this solution a natural secure data storage. This
protocol takes (2c + 1)Mult +Dec + 2(2c + 1)Exp on client A and
(2c+1)Enc+(2c+1)Dec on client B. Finally, [97] can be viewed as
HE, but it is built upon secret sharing for a multi-owner database
model. Despite the computation cost is lower, it needs a setup
with some non-colluding servers.

Generic Public Key: Both [6,39] are the same protocol, based
on public key encryption, where the first one encrypts using
ElGamal and the second one RSA. Basically, clients upload their
data sets in an encrypted form, where each sent element is
(Enc(di), gdi ), and the clients have to authorize the cloud to com-
pute the intersection. Basically, the cloud can compare expo-
nential obfuscated elements and then send to each client the
encrypted intersection and a witness to verify it. The computation
of the intersection takes (n1 + n2)Exp.

Pairings: The work in [81] is also verifiable but based on
pairings. The clients outsource their encrypted data sets with
an associated tag. When the cloud is authorized to compute
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Table 9
Computation costs of some algorithms in [68]. |Lt | is the cardinality
of the leaf node set of the access tree; n1 and n2 are the set
cardinalities for the Data Owner and Data User respectively.
Algorithm Cost

Blind (Owner) (1+ 2|LT |) ExpG1 + (n1 +

1) ExpG2 + n1 Hash+ |LT | OpG1
Token Generation
(User)

5 ExpG1 + ExpG2 + |Att| OpG1

PSI (User) n2 (ExpG2 + Hash)+ OpG2 +
Intersection(n1, n2)

the intersection between two data sets, the users generate re-
encryption keys, which are used to transform similar data en-
crypted with different keys into common intermediate data. The
cloud can then compute the intersection and send it to the clients
together with verification witnesses. However, the whole process
is resource intensive: both the encryption and set intersection
processes need O(n)(Exp + Pair + Mult). For a set of around 212

items, the encryption algorithm takes more than 20,000 s and
the set intersection process more than 15,000 s, but these results
are prohibitive for most applications. The authors in [68] propose
an Attribute-Based PSI protocol with fine-grained access control,
also based on pairings, public key, and access tree. The protocol
allows some Data Owners to outsource their sets in an encrypted
form to a Cloud, thanks to an access tree. Then, registered Data
Users who obtain delegated keys from a CA can perform a PSI
computation against the Cloud. Basically, they send some tokens
to the Cloud, and the Cloud computes some tokens for the users,
who can locally compute the intersection. Table 9 shows the users
computation cost for some steps, which may be critical, as they
are supposed to set a low threshold due to resource constraints.
Finally, [98] proposes an A-O-PSI protocol.

Others: Finally, there are other approaches based on symmet-
ric key techniques, like [24], that presents a two-server aided
PSI protocol which combines multiple keys with symmetric key
proxy re-encryption, together with a reputation system to pre-
vent collusion. Roughly speaking, a proxy re-encryption scheme
allows Alice to give Bob decryption rights on her ciphertext,
thanks to a proxy that re-encrypts the ciphertext but cannot re-
cover the original plaintext. In [57] Bloom filter, deterministic en-
cryption, and Pseudo-Random Permutation (PRP) are employed.
Basically, the clients encode their sets into a Bloom filter, which
is then encrypted bit-by-bit, and the corresponding ciphertexts
are permuted according to a common PRP for both clients. The
server tests which ciphertexts are the same on both parties and
sends their indices back to the clients so they can use them to
get the Bloom filter intersection. This protocol is semi-honest,
but a malicious server variant is proposed using disjoint dummy
sets which are included into the intersection. For its part, [72]
proposes a modification to the EO-PSI scheme from [53], which
is secure against passive attacks, while it does not need any se-
cure channels. This protocol presents more balanced computation
costs for the clients. Finally, [112] proposes a protocol for O-MP-
PSI where the clients’ sets are updatable. This protocol is based
on PRF, hash tables and BF.

6. Performance: a semi-honest perspective

As we have seen in the previous sections, PSI has been ap-
proached from different perspectives, using different primitives.
That diversity makes it difficult to embed a given protocol directly
in real applications. There are variants designed for very specific
scenarios, while others are designed from a general perspective.
Selecting the right protocol for a given scenario and setting is a
complex challenge for developers trying to put PSI intro practice.
14
When selecting a PSI variant, there are different parameters
that have to be taken into account. First, the restrictions on the
resources available in the devices and the infrastructure involved,
including computation, communication and memory. Secondly,
the ability of the protocol to be optimized, including aspects such
as pre-processing or parallelization. Finally, the way the parties
interact in the protocol and the application specific requirements.
Different trade-offs and running time constrains may be consid-
ered depending on the use case. In this section, some of these
aspects are covered, from a semi-honest PSI point of view.

6.1. Default performance

Through the whole paper, performance has been a central
point of analysis. The default performance can be analyzed di-
rectly from the costs, which depend on the building blocks and
the protocol design itself. In general, computation and commu-
nication costs are well analyzed on most of the papers, but the
situation is not the same for memory, which is typically not well
addressed.

6.1.1. Computation
PSI protocols tend to be heavy on computation, and that is

because they are mainly based on public key schemes.
Fully HE schemes are well known as heavy on computation,

because of plaintext encoding, encryption, and circuit evaluation.
However, this technology is growing, and specific implemen-
tations can achieve better results; e.g., using leveled HE [10,
42] avoids the need for bootstrapping. However, the cost is
still significant, and many applications combine it with high-
performance setups [164], like multi-threaded CPUs or GPUs, to
achieve better running times. Some works have proposed solu-
tions for lightweight scenarios, but they do not achieve optimal
results yet [165], especially for applications like PSI, where the
number of encryptions may be noteworthy.

On the other hand, partial HE schemes achieve better perfor-
mance, closer to classical public key schemes, but at the expense
of the number of operations supported and the communication
level (Section 6.1.2). However, public key cryptography schemes
are still heavy for constrained scenarios if the number of oper-
ations is large; e.g., [166] achieves competitive running times at
the expense of key lengths.

According to [167,168], the computation cost of one pairing
can be established in between 4 and 8 exponentiations in G1.
owever, pairing-based PSI protocols are typically complex con-
tructions, with additional functionalities compared to general
SI, e.g., Attribute-based PSI (AB-PSI) [68], Authorized-PSI [73], or
ag-based VD-PSI [81]. That means that the computational cost
ay be increased, but with the profit of useful functionalities.
With respect to commutative encryption schemes, a simi-

ar limitation appears, where constructions like SRA [144] and
ohlig–Hellman [169] are based on integer factorization and dis-
rete logarithm problem. Exponentiations are the main bottle-
eck, and they may be unacceptable for lightweight devices if the
umber to perform is large.
On the other hand, there are constructions much more effi-

ient on computation, mainly based on symmetric key cryptogra-
hy. Despite base OT is built with public key cryptography, thanks
o OTe, as described in Section 4.2.1, many OT can be achieved
ainly with symmetric key techniques.
Also, OPRF, OKVS, and VOLE constructions meet these require-

ents (e.g., [85] is built on OTe). In fact, they are known as
he most efficient PSI protocols to the date [60,85,103,105,170].
hey work well for the unbalanced setting, as they only need
(c) OPRF invocations (or OKVS encodings), but at the expense of
(s) communication. Typical constructions are instantiated with a
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Table 10
Communication costs for cheap computation protocols in MiB. For the OPRF costs, the values are set as 23kb/OPRF when instantiated with LowMC, k = 2 hash
unctions and PRFval = 128 bits. The formula to compute the OPRF-based costs from [60] is c OPRF + ks PRFval , where c = s in the balanced case.
Protocol Param. Set Size

210 212 214 216 218 220 224

IKNP
(2
1

)
-OT32 κ = 128 0.039 0.156 0.625 2.5 10 40 –

KK
(2
1

)
-OT32 κ = 256 0.07 0.281 1.125 4.5 18 72 –

KK
(100

1

)
-OT32 κ = 256 0.453 1.813 7.25 29 116 464 –

GBF λ = 128 0.0625 0.25 1 4 16 64 –
PSI (OPRF) [60]
(balanced)

– 2.91 11.63 46.5 186 744 2976 –

PSI (OPRF) [60]
(unbalanced)

c = 210 2.91 3 3.38 4.88 10.88 34.88 –

PSI (OPRF) [103] c = 210 2.86 2.9 3.1 3.84 6.84 18.84 258.84
PSI (OPRF) [105] c = 210 0.4 0.44 0.62 1.37 4.37 16.37 256.37
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previous hashing phase (cuckoo and simple hash) on both parties
and later B independent OPRF executions. According to [170], it
is said that the roughly cost to compute n OPRFs is the cost to
ompute 3.5n

(2
1

)
-OT (with OT extension). On the other hand, the

PPRF variant is typically used in f (PSI) protocols, where some
omputations are executed on the intersection. These protocols
hare the same principle, but they may present some additional
hases with other techniques, like additive HE [76] or general
ircuit computation [52], to achieve the additional functionalities.
Finally, there are some protocols directly based on symmetric

iphers, but they are very uncommon (because of the difficulty
o achieve strong and secure functionalities). The same applies
o constructions directly based on algebra techniques. These pro-
ocols typically rely on very specific designs and they are not
ormally flexible to fit on different applications, as it may happen
ith other building blocks which have been well studied and

mproved.

.1.2. Communication
Communication presents a reverse scenario with respect to

omputation, and for that reason trade-offs are always needed
hen selecting the correct protocol for a specific application.
In general, public key-based protocols do not consume a lot of

esources (typically sending a number of ciphertexts proportional
o the set sizes), and communication rounds tend to be few. How-
ver, it depends on the security design, because large ciphertexts
e.g., one that uses a 4096-bit modulus with 220 elements would
ost 512 MiB3), may be unacceptable depending on the setting.
Fully HE encryption-based works typically focus on reducing
communication [10,42,62], as it is their strong characteristic with
respect to other building blocks. A theoretical analysis for com-
munication bounds on Threshold-PSI is performed in [62] and it
establishes the communication bounds as O(t) for fully HE, O(t2)
for partial HE, and O(t3) for garbled circuit approaches. These
results highlight the need for a trade-off, where authors argue
for partial HE being a better option than fully HE, because it does
not consume such high computation resources even if it is a bit
more costly in terms of communication.

On the other hand, protocols built on fast primitives like
OT, OPRF, and OKVS are known to be more costly in terms of
communication, e.g., with the Hash + OT setting for PSI, which is
linear with the size of the larger set. That can be proven with the
OPRF-based protocols [60,103], which effectively sends O(s) PRF
values. However, improved extraction techniques [103] allow to
reduce the sender’s communication by half.

Table 10 presents some interesting values to compare com-
munication costs of OTe protocols and OPRF-based PSI protocols.
In the first place, with respect to OTe, we can observe that IKNP

3 MiB and MB are both understood as 1024 KB.
15
outperforms KK for standard length items (32 bits). It takes 40
MiB for 220 items, which may be acceptable for some applications.
On the other hand, garbled Bloom filter can be seen as

(2
1

)
-OTmBF

128 ,
here λ = 128 is the GBF security parameter (the length of the

tems it contains). For that reason, it is a bit more costly than the
ypical OT instantiation. For the OPRF setting, a rough calculation
as been made, based on the communication scenario of [60],
here, assuming a 100% of occupation on the client cuckoo filter,
he protocol takes c times the communication cost of an OPRF and
s times the length of a PRF value. It is clear that the unbalanced
cenario totally outperforms the balanced one, as the number of
PRF instantiations is directly related with the client set size. It is
lso noteworthy that the OKVS paradigm [103,105] has allowed
he most compact protocols in terms of communication.

Finally, generic circuit PSI has the problem of sending the
hole circuit from one party to the other, as it happens, e.g., when
sing Yao’s Garbled Circuit approaches. As it was shown in Ta-
le 8 (Section 5.2), new techniques which include hashing and
PRF outperforms General Circuit fully-based protocols in terms
f communication.

.1.3. Memory
With respect to memory, it is not typically a problem itself

xcept for data structures that must be full loaded on memory.
n public key schemes, processing and checking the ciphertexts
an be made independently so the memory consumption may
e well handled. On OT schemes, being interactive schemes, the
xchanged data must be typically loaded on memory; e.g., IKNP
orks with m · κ matrixes, which would take 16 MiB for an
T 220 . However, matrixes can be read line by line and loading
rom persistent memory, at the expense of running times. OPRF-
ased protocols are cheaper, as 4.19 MiB of client storage on
emory are needed when instantiated with [55]. On the other
and, data structures which perform fast arbitrary checks, as it
appens with Bloom and cuckoo filters, must be full loaded on
emory; e.g., when modeled with error ϵ = 10−5 and load

actor α = 95.5%, a Bloom filter takes 2.989 MiB and a cuckoo
ilter 2.617 MiB. While those values may be acceptable for general
se devices, they may be a problem for many IoT devices if
hey handle the computation themselves. With respect to generic
ircuits PSI, memory is highly dependent on the circuit design. If
any layers of gates cannot be split as separated processes, they
ll must be loaded on memory, which may grow to unmanageable
alues.

.2. Performance improvements

As it has been analyzed, PSI protocols are heavy by definition,
specially when the set sizes are large. For that reason, several
erformance improvement techniques have been proposed on
any papers.
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.2.1. Parallelization
Parallelization is a very important technique that can be ap-

lied when the computations to perform are independent. Paral-
elization can be achieved from different perspectives, and many
rotocols benefit from it. A straightforward case is to run the pro-
ocol over a pool of threads. As previously mentioned, public key
chemes typically perform independent encryptions over the data
ets, which can be split through the threads [86]. However, the
ost promising parallelization technique for those settings seems

o be the use of Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) [171,172],
here one instruction can be executed on multiple data at the
ame time. Fully HE-based protocols are, in fact, the ones which
ost rely on those techniques [10,42] to reduce the heavy com-
utational cost they present. Other schemes, like OTe or OPRF,
an also be executed as independent threads, while dynamic
llocation structures like cuckoo filter do not allow it. In the case
f generic circuit designs, the circuit evaluation phase does not
it well with parallelization because it tend to be very sequen-
ial. The main problematic issue of parallelization techniques is
hat they are platform-dependent and typically associated with
evices that are not very constrained on resources.

.2.2. Precomputation
On the other hand, precomputation is one of the most ex-

ended techniques on the SMPC paradigm, as it allows the parties
o compute resources in advance of the inputs, considering only
he online phase as the important running time to analyze. Pre-
omputation is well integrated into OT-based protocols, as the
ase OT generates correlated data which are computed previously
o the input data. However, public key schemes do not fit well
ith this solution, because the encryptions tend to be directly
erformed on the input data. With respect to OPRF schemes, it
epends on how they are instantiated, while the general case, as
reviously analyzed, is to build them using OT. For generic circuits
pproaches, precomputation is straightforward and one of their
trongest performance improvement techniques. While Boolean
ircuit-based schemes are based on OT, Arithmetic circuit-based
chemes are based on Secret Sharing, which are also precom-
utable thanks to Beaver Multiplication Triples [173]. However,
recomputation has a caveat, namely it still needs to be com-
uted. For periodic or automatic executions, which may be well
oordinated, it has sense, but if the protocol relies on user inter-
ction, the precomputation process still needs to wait for some
ind of input to be executed, translating into waiting times for the
ser. Another interesting but not much covered aspect (because
f the security losses) is parameter reuse. If that characteristic
s allowed in a PSI protocol, it may lead to a combination with
recomputation, which would translate into faster protocols.

.2.3. Outsourcing
Finally, outsourcing is another technique whose main purpose

s to reduce the cost of the operations performed on the client
ide. Those protocols, as analyzed in Section 5.4, outsource the
ata in an encrypted way to a high-performance server or cloud,
here heavy computations are carried on to compute the in-
ersection. This approach is very straightforward with HE-based
rotocols, and it has been applied too on generic public key and
airing-based protocols; however, this is not the case with OT-
ased protocols, where the computation parties interact directly
etween them. Outsourcing presents several problems: (1) data
ets need to be moved from the local setting to an external
etting, which may be very slow if the available bandwidth is
ot high enough or the data set is large; (2) they are typically
elated to verification processes, which may be costly, slowing
own the computation; (3) the designs to the date do not sig-
ificantly reduce the computation costs on the client side, as can
16
Table 11
O-PSI Client-side Computation Costs. The presented results show all the costs
which concern the clients added together.
ID BB Client Computation Cost

[67] HE A (2c + 1)Mult + Dec + 2(2c +
1)Exp

B (2c + 1)Enc + (2c + 1)Dec

[53] O-PSI HE Auth (2c + 1)Exp
Recv (2c + 1)Enc+

(2c + 1)Dec + Fact

[72] Symm A Bnd Add+ Bn(d+ 1)Mult
B Bn Add+ Bn Mult+

B(Int + Fact)

[81] TVDPSI Pair. A (2n+ 5) Exp+
(2(n+ |I|)+ 3) Pair+
(n+ |I|) Mult

[39] PK A (4n+ 2|I| + 3) Exp

[98] A-O-PSI Pair. A 8c Exp+ 4c Pair+ O(1) or
O(c) Enc

be observed in Table 11. While the whole process is costly for
the client, O-PSI may be thought as split phases. If parameter
generation and setup can be made in advance, then the clients
may be able to encrypt their data sets when they are updated to
save that computation to a future outsourcing and intersection
computation. Also, how to dynamically adapt the encrypted set
when new items are included into the client set without re-
encrypting and outsourcing every item is an interesting open
problem.

6.2.4. Multi-party setting
In SMPC protocols, the number of parties (N) which are in-

volved into the protocol is a key parameter. When N is increased,
the protocol running time tend to increase exponentially. This
is overall a communication problem, because the number of
interactions between parties grows very high, especially if the
topology is a full mesh. For that reason, the topology is a key
aspect that has influence on performance. In Section 5.3, it has
been shown for MP-PSI that two main topologies have been
proposed: the star network and the ring network (Fig. 6). Clearly,
these two approaches lead to less communication rounds thanks
to the topologies themselves, however with some trade-off. The
star network topology has the problem of establishing a leader
who will consume much more resources than the others, typically
O(Nn) for the leader and O(n) for the clients. For that reason, that
opology may only have sense for some specific scenarios. On the
ther hand, the ring network may not be always possible, due
o protocol design or building blocks characteristics, in addition
o being easily susceptible to DoS attacks (corrupting any party
reaks the full execution). In general, achieving fast protocols on
P-PSI with high density of parties is a difficult task, but we

dentify a trend in mapping 2P-PSI to MP-PSI. It is clear that novel
nd more efficient 2P-PSI have contributed to improve running
imes in MP-PSI, as shown in Fig. 7.

.3. Running time and usability

An interesting thing to analyze is running time, because it
ives direct information about the protocol performance in a spe-
ific (typically realistic) setting. Table 12 shows some numbers for
ifferent protocols and settings. At first sight, the difference be-
ween Local Area Network (LAN) and Wide Area Network (WAN)
ettings may be noticed. WAN instantiations (typically with 100
bps of bandwidth and 100 ms of Round Trip Time [RTT]) are
learly slower than LAN instantiations, still being much more
ommon for most of the applications described on Section 3.
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Table 12
Running Time (in seconds) for different protocols and set sizes. If asymmetric set size is not specified, the protocol works in the balanced setting. Simulation
equipment tends to be general purpose processors and main memory > 100 GB, except [53,68,74,76,83], where it is < 100 GB. NNt: no network delay; NS: not
pecified; xTh: number of threads; xP: number of parties; (*): only phase for computing the intersection.
ID Type Setting Asymm. Set Size Set Size

28 210 212 214 216 218 220 224

[155] (PSI) OT LAN – 0.19 – 0.21 – 0.39 – 3.78 58.57
WAN – 0.56 – 0.59 – 1.26 – 7.46 106.83

[83]
PRTY20 (PSI) Malicious, OT LAN – 0.54 – 1.22 – 11.40 – 215.00 –

WAN – 1.84 – 2.36 – 13.00 – 204.00 –

CM20 (PSI) OPRF LAN – 0.81 – 1.13 – 8.08 – 180.90 –
WAN – 2.12 – 2.11 – 9.49 – 186.00 –

[51] (PSI) ROT, Hash LAN
212

– – – – 0.80 – 2.96 33.94
WAN – – – – 2.28 – 5.43 53.33

[7] (PSI) HE, BF NS – 11.76 44.68 175.79 702.39 2834.68 11327.78 – –

[10] (PSI) FHE 1Th WAN
212

– – – – 2.1 – 9.3 106.2
64Th WAN – – – – 1 – 3.1 15.30

[85] (PSI) Malicious, OKVS LAN – – – 0.12 – 0.25 – 5.6 –
WAN – – – 0.64 – 1.8 – 18.62 –

[105] (PSI) Malicious, OKVS LAN – – – – – 0.062 – 0.439 8.055
[70] (DiPSI-CA) LHE NS 212 – – 89.50 – 530.70 – 11751.90 –
[76] (PSI-Sum-CA) DH+Paill. NNt – – – 3.17 – 48.93 – 776.46 –

[74] (C-PSI) OPPRF, BF LAN – 1.41 2.60 6.80 22.49 85.13 – – –
WAN – 5.03 16.81 62.58 245.28 975.38 – – –

[99] (C-PSI) OT, OPRF LAN – – – 1.58 – 6.36 – 84.41 –
WAN – – – 7.11 – 24.84 – 282.89 –

[54] (MP-PSI) GBF 4P – 0.8 – 2.95 – 40.91 – 513.02 –

[89] (MP-PSI) OPPRF (4P,1t) – – – 1.9 – 7 – 69.6 –
(10P,4t) – – – 3 – 10.4 – 153.9 –

[102] (MP-PSI) OKVS (4P,1t) – – – 0.36 – 1.83 – 18.48 –
(10P,4t) – – – 1.78 – 8.42 – 124.26 –

[68] (O-PSI)* Pair. NS 210 – 10.28 – – – – 20.72 –
[53] (O-PSI) Symm NS – – 6.20 25.20 101.20 415.80 1719.10 6864.20 –
Some protocols on Table 12 do not even consider any network
constraint, so the specified times are expected to be slower than
they are.

First, there exist a clear distinction between HE-based proto-
ols and those from OPRF, OKVS approaches. For the first cate-
ory, in order to achieve fast running times (slower than 10 s),
hey need to compute on small set sizes, with the exception
f [10], which is surprisingly fast even when it is based on
ully HE, works on WAN setting, and employs just one thread.
ther protocols [7,54] seem to be the most problematic protocols,
aybe even for balanced applications where running time is not
direct constrain (not only for the waiting time, but also for

he necessity of re-execution in case a problem occurs when the
rotocol is on computation). The second category [85,105,155]
chieves much faster protocols with acceptable running times
ven for large set sizes, making it possible to embed them in real
pplications.
With respect to LAN settings, they may have sense in intra-

etwork services, when PSI can be executed to perform some
ind of authentication [49] or between devices that are inside
he same corporation. However, there are few applications where
his has any sense. The normal instantiation is made between
rganizations which must communicate over the Internet, and
he same is true for client–server applications. Only edge com-
uting techniques may be useful to move the computation closer
o the user, but that needs the service providers to deploy such
esources on different edge servers instantiations.

Finally, there are applications where an O-PSI setting may have
ore sense, e.g., when PSI is coordinated by the application but
erformed by the users, like Private Ridesharing, Online Match-
aking, or Social Network Discovery. For these settings, users
ay upload their data sets in an encrypted way to an application

nstance and compute the intersection on demand. However, O-
SI computations are still immature, with slow performance. On
17
Table 12, [68] is shown as faster than [53], but the data reflected
here only specify the intersection computation phase (ignoring
encryption and other costly primitives). On the other hand, [53]
specifies the whole process but is very slow even when it is based
on symmetric techniques.

7. Overhead for the malicious adversary model

This section will discuss the different techniques which are ap-
plied to achieve security against malicious adversaries for PSI pro-
tocols and their influence on performance. As previously stated
on Section 4.4, semi-honest is usually much better covered than
malicious behavior; however, on the reference list there is a
group of papers which target the last model. Specifically, there
are 13 for the malicious model and 10 for the mixed model.

7.1. Zero knowledge proofs

A Zero Knowledge Proof is a protocol where a prover wants to
convince the verifier of the knowledge of some secret value, but
without revealing it. The verifier has to be able to check if the
proof of knowledge is true. A general construction for a Proof of
Knowledge (PoK) is denoted by

π = PoK {(α1, . . . , αl)|
M⋀
i=1

Xi = fi(α1, . . . , αl)}, (1)

being αj the values to be proven and Xi the commitments
which allow the verifier to check the proofs. ZKP allows a party
to prove the execution of one step using some private parameter;
e.g., that some data have been correctly encrypted using the
corresponding private key. For that reason, they allow parties to
protect against deviations, because they can abort if the proof
is not correct. This building block has been the most extended
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o achieve security against malicious adversaries, especially in
he form of Σ-protocols [174] and logarithm-based proofs [175].
rom the reference list, [13,21] apply them in the mixed model,
hile [22,34,44] target the malicious model.
Nevertheless, the disadvantage is that they are costly in terms

f computation and communication, whose costs are increased
inearly. The work in [13] claims that the number of exponenti-
tions needed for a ZKP is Exp = M + 2

∑M
i=1 ExpXi , where ExpXi

is the number of exponentiations to compute Xi, and the number
of group elements to send is GE = M + l+ 1.

7.2. Commitment scheme

A Commitment Scheme [176,177] is a protocol involving two
parties, where one of them commits to a private value (com-
mitting phase) which is only revealed to the other party at the
end (revealing phase). This protocol allows binding one party to
a value and using it through the protocol; otherwise, the revealing
phase will not carry out correctly, and the other party will detect
the cheating.

Some papers include commitment schemes (all for the ma-
licious setting), typically together with other techniques: [22]
with polynomial checks and ZKP, [5] with random test number
to allow verification, and [64] with the help of an untrusted
third party. On the other hand, [54,63] include bit commitment
with cut-and-choose techniques, which will be covered in the
next subsection. Finally, [36] performs dual execution to achieve
malicious security, together with commitments. This protocol
works similarly to the PSZ setting, with items mapped to hash
tables and OPRF execution. The problem with dual execution is
that the OPRF is executed in both directions for each phase, so
both communication and running time are increased.

7.3. Probabilistic verification techniques

A Probabilistic Verification protocol allows a party to challenge
the other party to reveal some of its private values, typically
randomly selected. If those values fulfill some desired conditions,
the rest of the private values are also supposed to fulfill them
with high probability. One classical technique to achieve proba-
bilistic verification is cut-and-choose [178,179]. Those schemes
are related to OT, where the receiver commits to some selec-
tion values and has to reveal some of them. Cut-and-choose is
achieved through the following reduction4: F κ,l

ROT ≤ F κ,l′
COTe , where

l′ = l + (κ + λ). From the reduction, one can observe that the
number of OTs needed is increased, but unlike older protocols,
which need S = {2, 3, 4} OT per original OT and sacrifice S − 1
OT on revealing phase, new protocols achieve better performance.
That is thanks to the cheap cost of OTe and new designs for prob-
abilistic verification: no more than 5% of passive IKNP from [131]
in [55], and +1%–10% of OTe in [11].

The works in [11,54,63] achieve malicious security for the
garbled Bloom filter approach, where cut-and-choose is employed
to limit the number of 1s the receiver use in the Bloom filter5. On
the other hand, [55] achieves security against malicious clients
in the mixed model, where server is semi-honest because it may
learn information about the intersection if it is computed in plain,
or may influence the correctness of the computation using wrong
labels or circuit description.

Finally, one interesting thing is that [54,63] use bit commit-
ment, but [11,55] do not. In fact, OT has a committing property
itself, by which if the sent values are randomly generated, the
receiver just needs to reveal the received value as a commitment
for the specific bit.

4 COTe stands for Committed OTe.
5 This achieves security, e.g., against Full Universe Attack [180].
18
7.4. Other techniques

Some protocols achieve Malicious security thanks to Seman-
tic Security or IND-CPA schemes [181]. Specifically, [25,41,79]
achieve security in the mixed model against malicious cloud
or server, unlike other protocols, where the trend is to protect
only against malicious clients. On the other hand, [30] works in
the malicious model. If the public key scheme is semantically
secure, security comes with no additional cost but only for pri-
vacy aspects. If the wish is to obtain cheating detection or data
verification, other techniques must be used.

With respect to [42], it achieves security for the malicious
model, but only privacy against a malicious sender. To protect
against a malicious receiver, an OPRF pre-processing is employed,
and for the sender, a labeled PSI protocol is used, which is based
on hashing. Like previously discussed, when discussing seman-
tically secure protocols, to avoid deviation, using ZKP would be
required.

Other protocols achieve privacy against malicious adversaries,
like [69], which uses hashing and exponentiations, or [58], which
is based on secret sharing. The latest, however, assumes a trusted
commodity server. The works in [17,45] achieve privacy too,
thanks to randomized matrixes. To allow verification, [57] adds
to the computation 3 dummy sets, which are extracted after
the intersection. However, it is necessary to agree previously on
the dummy sets, that also add more data to the computation,
lowering the protocol performance. Finally, [61] argues malicious
security, but from application specific issues, while the sublayer
PSI protocol is semi-honest.

Finally, constructions based on OKVS [85,103,105] achieve
malicious security because their proposed structures do not leak
information as standard semi-honest Cuckoo-based techniques
do. More precisely, achieving malicious security in these proto-
cols only involves changing a set of parameters from the base
protocol, achieving overheads not so critical with respect to the
semi-honest setting.

8. Conclusions

We have carried out a Systematic Literature Review on Private
Set Intersection that shows the ascending popularity of PSI in
the number of published papers, as well as the many different
perspectives from where it is addressed, identifying protocols,
building blocks, and the most typical applications. The analysis
of the 76 papers from the reference list compares not only the
different security models and primitives but primarily the perfor-
mance of each protocol, serving as a good reference when trying
to decide which protocol to use for each particular scenario.

The goal of this paper was to give some answers to the initial
questions proposed in Section 2.1, that deal with the use of differ-
ent building blocks, relative performance of different approaches,
different use cases, and challenges to improve efficiency.

Regarding building blocks, as it is shown in Fig. 5, HE, OT, and
OPRF remain as the main building blocks upon which PSI is built.
While HE is identified as an easy construction to build PSI on, OT
and OPRF-based PSI presents the most competitive performance.
Other building blocks, like generic Public Key, Commutative En-
cryption, or Pairings, present some limitations regarding protocol
capacity or a slower performance. We also remark a notable trend
in Quantum PSI, where more papers have been proposed the last
years [182–189] than in previous years [37,50].

In general, PSI has been covered from a theoretical point of
view, like most of the papers from the reference list. Researchers
tend to analyze how PSI could be improved to be more efficient
or secure, but there are only a few papers which analyze PSI
when it is embedded into practical applications or how to develop

efficient and versatile libraries.
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PSI has been widely studied because of the wide set of use
ases where these protocols can be applied. Section 3 gives a
escription of the different use cases which have been proposed,
ogether with some classifications to specific scenarios and their
haracteristics. The discussion has been based on the balanced
nd unbalanced approaches, relating them to specific applica-
ions.

There are still some remaining challenges if the PSI paradigm
s to be improved. First of all, working on the performance is
ssential. Even when some protocols achieve very competitive
unning times, they are typically based on some assumptions and
rade-offs. Some approaches (e.g., HE) assume high computational
ower, while others (e.g., OPRF) assume high bandwidth. The
symptotic levels are well placed, as nearly every protocol is
ublinear. However, improving techniques like hashing struc-
ures or getting a faster OT may lead to better running times.
n this line, OKVS-based protocols have boosted performance
ith respect other techniques, so we identify them as the new
tandard building block for PSI. From the trade-offs which have
o be made, another aspect arises, namely how to classify or
nify the different approaches. Generic circuit techniques solve
his problem and allow PSI to be easily embedded into other
MPC protocols, although at the expense of performance. In ad-
ition to that, dynamically switching from the OT to the HE
etting may not be possible. In light of the above, developing
ibraries and leading new constructions to more adaptive scenar-
os may be an interesting open problem. For now, some works
re introducing hybrid compilers that optimize circuit compu-
ations performance, selecting different building blocks for each
ub-circuit. Other properties like multi-interaction or parameter
eusability may help to improve performance too. Another con-
train is the number of parties, as MP-PSI with high N typically
eans unmanageable running times. For that reason, improving

he multi-party case is also identified as an open problem. As MP-
SI are obtaining more attention through the years, most designs
re asymmetric, assuming one party with a higher number of
esources available. Finally, with respect to security models, most
f the protocols are only secure against semi-honest adversaries.
or the malicious setting, different techniques have been ana-
yzed, and some of them (e.g., malicious OT) do not add very high
verloads. The main problem is how to achieve efficient proofs of
orrect behavior, allowing more secure protocols.
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Table A.13
List of symbols used in the paper.
Symbol Description

n Symmetric Set Size
c Client Set Size
s Server Set Size
n1, n2 Asymmetric Set Sizes
N Number of parties
B Number of bins
|B| Bins capacity
SS Stash Size
κ Computational Security Parameter
λ Statistical Security Parameter
l Length of elements
k Number of hash functions on BF
m Bloom Filter length
α Load factor in a filter
ϵ False error rate
nsub Number of elements in set subgroups
t Threshold
|U| Universe Set Cardinality
|I| Intersection Cardinality
Clen Ciphertext length
←R Randomly sampled
Enc Computation cost of one encryption
Dec Computation cost of one decryption
Exp Computation cost of one exponentiation
Mult Computation cost of one multiplication
Add Computation cost of one addition
Inv Computation cost of one inversion
Hash Computation cost of one hash function
Pair Computation cost of one pairing
Fact Computation cost of one factorization
OpG Computation cost of one group operation
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